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“FEAR is temporary, REGRET is forever!”

Want to join the Semi Permanent Brow
Revolution but FEAR is holding you back?
Fear of creating the wrong shape?
Fear of cutting the client’s skin?
Fear of making mistakes and dealing with an angry client?
Read on and you’ll fear no more….
The Beauty World has been rocked over the
last few years with the demand for Beautiful
Brows. Some like them big and dark, some like
them skinny and light, WE like them looking
right for our CLIENT. With emBrowdery, the
emphasis is on creating the RIGHT brow shape
for the individual face shape, skin tone and
personality.
emBrowdery also allows THE CLIENT to be in
control. The first treatment does not make the
brow semi-permanent. The client has four
weeks to gather feedback from their loved
ones on how their new BROW shape suits them
and then they decide whether they want to
proceed. YOU take any changes they want to
make into account, and “voila” you are on the
road to creating the perfect brows.
You can do all this WITHOUT pain. We do NOT
blade DOWN into the skin, rather we pluck UP
tiny insertions into the skin, similar to the minute
holes created in the skin when plucking out
unwanted brow hair. We all know that this does
not create scarring in the skin. All the client

feels is a sensation similar to hair being
plucked, slightly uncomfortable but definitely
not painful. There will be no scabbing, no
sloughing and no unsightly looking brows. The
brows will look significantly lighter as we are
now seeing the same quantity of pigment
THROUGH the layers of the skin. We gradually
build up the pigment over the full three
treatments and the end result is perfect looking
brows for YOUR CLIENT’s face shape.
Up To My Eyes salon in Greystones has done
this treatment 8,000 times over the last four
years. We dedicate our days to the constant
challenge of getting the RIGHT brow shape for
our clients. We are fully qualified to carry out
the treatment and fully qualified to teach you
how to do this treatment. We are the perfect
one stop shop to train you in this amazing art.
Up To My Eyes Academy is a VTCT Approved
Centre. It’s time to stop making excuses and just
call us @ 01 2872781.

Up To My Eyes, 6 Theatre Lane, Greystones, Co. Wicklow.

Tel: 01-2872781
Email: info@uptomyeyes.ie
www.uptomyeyes.ie
www.embrowdery.ie
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